Solutions for Control Systems
For decades, customers have relied on the specialists at Industrial Controls to provide solutions; from designing or upgrading entire control systems to simply supplying the right replacement parts. Our customers rely on the knowledge of our engineering staff to develop better processes which ultimately lead to energy and cost savings.
Our in-house engineers design entire systems for a broad range of process control applications. From economic justification and spec. development in the concept phase to installation supervision and technical support after the installation occurs - our staff is your committed partner, before, during and after the installation.
Product Know-How

Recognized as the leading source for HVAC controls, process controls and industrial valves, Industrial Controls offers only the finest materials in the industry today. Whether you are a local solution provider or a Fortune 500 Company, Industrial Controls has the products you need, when you need them.

**HVAC Controls**
No one handles more of the major manufacturers than Industrial Controls. Whether it’s electric, pneumatic or DDC, we can accommodate almost any project on any scale.
- Thermostats
- Temperature, Pressure, Flow & Humidity Sensors
- Controllers
- Valves, Dampers, Actuators & Motors
- Building Automation Systems
- Gas Detection & Air Quality
- Variable Speed Drives

**Process Instrumentation**
Industrial Controls has the top lines to measure and control pressure, temperature, flow, level, humidity, pH, gas detection and more. Our team of engineers can help you design and implement the solution that best meets your needs.
- Temperature, Pressure, Flow & Level Transmitters
- pH, Conductivity & Humidity Sensors/Transmitters
- Single & Multi-Loop Controllers
- Paper & Paperless Recorders
- Digital Indicators
- Toxic & Combustible Gas Detection

**Combustion Controls**
We have a fully-stocked inventory of combustion controls products to fulfill all of your boiler application needs.
- Flame Safeguard Sensors & Controllers
- Pumps & Low Water Cutoffs
- Control Valves
- Blow Down Valves
- Gauges
- Thermometers
- Slate
- FM-Certified Gas Train Valves

**Industrial Valves**
Industrial Controls is one of the leading industrial valve providers in the country. Our factory-trained technicians assemble a wide variety of valve and actuator combinations.
- Ball & Butterfly Valves
- Pneumatic or Electric Valve Automation
- Gate, Globe & Check
- For Standard & Severe Service
- Limit Switches & Valve Positioners

**Industrial Components**
Whether it’s instrumentation, controls, sensors or valves, we have the products you need to keep your plant running.
- Analog Gauges
- Digital Gauges
- Solenoid Valves
- Pressure & Temperature Switches
- Rotameters
- Steam Traps & Accessories
- Recorder Supplies

**Factory Automation**
Our engineers utilize state-of-the-art tools to provide you with the best solution for your application.
- Programmable Controllers
- Industrial Network Communications
- Industrial Computers
- Motion Control
- Integrated Systems
- Data Recording & Reporting
- Distributed Controls/Intelligent SCADA
- Wireless Data Acquisition

---

**Engineering Services**

**Concept**
- Technical Alternatives
- Economic Justification
- Technical Feasibility
- Spec. Development
- Contractor Liaison
- Technical Proposals

**Design**
- Project Engineering
- Equipment Selection
- Regulatory Compliance
- CAD Diagrams
- Wiring Diagrams
- Fuel Train Design
- Panel Design
Your Partner Before, During and After the Sale

Industrial Controls aims to continuously improve your efficiencies through superior products, services and solutions in order to increase your productivity and, ultimately, your bottom line.

Technical Assistance & Support

Industrial Controls attracts and retains only the most talented and qualified individuals. Our customers rely on us to help them size and select the proper products for their applications. You can count on our factory-trained sales engineers for project management, technical consulting and application solutions.

100% On-Time Delivery

We know how costly downtime can be. That is why we keep over 100,000 of the most popular items in stock and ready to go. Our expedited shipping policy of “In by 4, out the door” can get you the product you need overnight! If you place your order by 4pm, we can get you the product by the following business day - guaranteed!

Product Training

Industrial Controls offers comprehensive training to enhance customers’ skills. In fact, with so many local training centers, Industrial Controls has become a leader in on-site education.

Throughout the years, our top engineers have trained thousands of maintenance, design and production engineers from industrial corporations, public sector organizations, and leading contractors. These same engineers are available everyday as part of our commitment to best-in-class technical assistance.

Innovative Online Tools

The enhanced Industrial Controls website offers the convenience of 24/7 shopping along with discounted pricing, free shipping and account access where you can view your order status, order history, and easily place repeat orders.

Our website is also an information hub. In addition to a complete library of product specs, you can access training videos, case studies, application tips and more. Visit us online at www.industrialcontrolsonline.com.

Superior Customer Service

Our customer service team is always available to answer your questions about stock, estimated delivery times and order tracking. Plus, the Industrial Controls website offers 24/7 access to your account where you can view and track your orders.

Engineer

- Control Programming
- Operator & Graphic Interface Development
- Material Procurement
- Panel Construction
- Quality Verification

Commission

- System Simulation
- Calibration
- Panel Checkout
- On-site Quality Verification
- As-Built Drawings
- Installation Supervision

Support

- Training
- Technical Support
- Repair Parts Support
- System Expansion & Enhancements
Industrial Controls conducts on-site surveys to:

■ Review and understand system, troubleshoot and do a root cause analysis if necessary
■ Improve efficiencies and processes
■ Propose changes or enhancements

Results eventually lead to reduced operating costs and improved quality and productivity.
Our Customers Say it Best

“We needed to find a solution to add volume and another product line, as our existing line was phasing out. We looked into several options but none seemed robust enough. Adding the Honeywell line has been huge for us, and it rejuvenated our controls division.”

-Automated Building Controls

“I highly recommend Industrial Controls, especially due to (their) consistent part availability, excellent service provided by knowledgeable personnel, specialized training courses, and alternative recommendations and solutions.”

-Dept. of Public Health
City of Philadelphia

“Everything worked to perfection. Items arrived an hour earlier than expected and I looked like a hero. I have nothing but admiration and respect for my new best vendor and will let everyone else know how great (Industrial Controls) is.”

-Storeroom Solutions
About Industrial Controls:

Since 1976, Industrial Controls has led the industry in providing solutions for commercial HVAC, process control, industrial automation applications and industrial valves. With coverage in 13 states, Industrial Controls backs a complete inventory of the industry’s finest products from the leading manufacturers, along with in-house engineering and design capabilities, technical consultation, assistance and support. Industrial Controls is part of ERIKS North America which was recently ranked 20th on Modern Distribution Management (MDM) magazine’s list of Top 40 Industrial Distributors. Visit www.industrialcontrolsonline.com for more information.

Local Presence. Global Reach.

Industrial Controls is part of ERIKS North America. ERIKS (www.ERIKS.com) has been a leading international industrial service provider since 1940. ERIKS North America offers a wide range of innovative, high-quality mechanical engineering components and associated technical and logistics services from 140 locations across the United States, Canada and Mexico under four companies—including Lewis-Goetz, Rawson, Industrial Controls, and ERIKS Seals and Plastics. From agriculture to power generation and from oil and gas to petrochemicals, ERIKS North America provides a local presence and infinite possibilities, backed by ERIKS’ worldwide network of resources and know-how from more than 60 companies with locations in 20 countries. For more information, please visit www.ERIKSNA.com.

Contact your nearest service center for assistance:
www.industrialcontrolsonline.com/company/service-centers
or email marketinginfo@icdmall.com